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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Account books - By themselves do not stand on any better footing than a
bill or a voucher issued by plaintiff in the regular course of business. (H.P.) 274

Additional evidence at appellant stage - Appeal decided without deciding
application for additional evidence - Matter remitted back to Appellate Court for
decision afresh. (Rajasthan) 208

Adversary as a witness - Only as an exception. (A.P.) 330

Adverse possession - Cannot be decreed on a title which is not pleaded.
(S.C.) 001

Adverse possession - Joint possession/co-owner possession is not presumed
to be adverse. (S.C.) 001

Adverse possession - Perfection of title by adverse possession - Law as to
: (i) Suit for declaration of title and permanent injunction on the basis of perfection
of title by adverse possession is maintainable; (ii) it can be used as a sword by
plaintiff as well as a shield by the defendant; (iii) In case of infringement of any of
his rights a plaintiff who has perfected his title by adverse possession, can sue and
maintain a suit; (iv) suit for restoration of possession can be filed in case of
dispossession; (v) Such right is heritable and there can be tacking of adverse
possession by two or more persons as the right is transmissible one; (vi) Even
owner's right to eject him is lost and the possessory owner acquires right, title and
interest possessed by the outgoing person/owner. (S.C.) 001

Adverse possession - Plaintiff can claim title to property based on adverse
possession. (S.C.) 778

Adverse possession - Plea of - Pre supposes title of plaintiff - Once title of
plaintiff is deemed to be admitted, argument that property is not identifiable falls to
ground. (H.P.) 834

Agreement to sell - Termination of agreement prior to filing of suit - Suit
for specific performance is maintainable even when no declaration is sought that
termination is illegal. (Delhi) 143

Agreement to sell - Absence of signatures of buyer - However, signatures
of buyer and seller on receipt - This ipso facto do not nullify agreement.

(S.C.) 079

Agreement to sell - Certificate of presence of plaintiff before Sub Registrar
- Cannot be construed as conclusive evidence to non-suit defendants, particularly
when no further evidence was led by plaintiff to demonstrate readiness and
willingness including continuous capacity for discharge of balance consideration.

(S.C.) 756

Agreement to sell - Executed during pendency of suit - Agreement is hit
by doctrine of lis pendens. (Kerala) 534

Agreement to sell - Loan transaction or agreement to sell - Not even a
remote suggestion in the document that there was any loan or borrowing transaction
- Recitals and stipulations in the agreement in affirmation of agreement for sale and
receipt of part payment from time to time - It is agreement to sell. (S.C.) 576

Agreement to sell - Readiness and willingness - Self serving statement of
income - Cannot be relied upon in absence of proof of financial resources to return
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a finding that plaintiff was ready and willing to perform her part of the contract.
(S.C.) 571

Agreement to sell - Registered - Presumption is that subsequent purchaser
had a notice of earlier contract. (Uttarakhand) 564

Agreement to sell - Theory of extension of time for completion of contract
demolished - Readiness and willingness on part of plaintiff gets completely
weakened. (S.C.) 302

Assignment, creation or devolution of any interest during pendency
of suit - No limitation is prescribed for a person to be substituted U.O.22.R.10
CPC in place of original party to the proceedings. (Delhi) 850

Bed ridden - Deceased appeared before Sub Registrar for registration - It
demolishes the entire case of plaintiff that deceased was bed ridden. (S.C.) 695

Child custody - Given to mother - Family Court to ensure that visitation
rights are fixed in such a manner that child gets to know and love his father.

(S.C.) 753

Child witness - A child of tender age can be allowed to testify if she/he has
the intellectual capacity to understand questions and give rational answers thereto.

(S.C.) 839

Child witness - If Court is satisfied that child witness below the age of
twelve years is a competent witness, such a witness can be examined without oath
or affirmation. (S.C.) 839

Civil suit - Second application - Repetitive applications are inadmissible
and not maintainable. (Rajasthan) 149

Compromise decree between parties to the suit and subject matter of
litigation - Does not require registration. (P&H) 718

Compromise decree - Cannot be reopened at the will and wish of the
parties. (Kerala) 788

Compromise decree - Does not bind a party who remained ex parte.
(Kerala) 033

Consumer - Statutory fees, levied in lieu of service provided, may in the
usual course be subject matter of Consumer Forum's jurisdiction provided that
there is a `deficiency in service' etc. (S.C.) 521

Cost - Time can be extended to pay when there are sufficient reasons
beyond the control of party. (P&H) 068

Counter claim - Court may exercise its discretion and permit filing of
counter claim after written statement, till the stage of framing of issues - In
exceptional circumstances, subsequent filing of counter claim may be permitted
till the stage of commencement of recording of evidence on behalf of plaintiff.

(S.C.) 796

Counter claim - Solely against co-defendants - Not maintainable.
(Orissa) 530

Co-sharer - Sale of property by one co-owners - Purchaser put in possession
of a specific portion - Raising of construction by purchaser - Suit for injunction
does not lie - Remedy is to file suit for partition. (P&H) 350

Cross examination of co-defendant or his witnesses - Permissible only
when there is conflict of interest between the two defendants. (Uttarakhand) 776
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Defamation - Suit for damages - Publication of defamatory news item in a
newspaper - Law as to : (a) Newspaper is in no way different position from an
individual; (b) Distinction between comment and allegations of fact must always
be borne in mind in determining whether plea of fair comment can be sustained;
(c) Liability of Editor - Editor would be responsible for publishing any defamatory
material in his paper; (d) Liability of publisher - Publisher is liable for every
publication, wherein any imputation concerning another person, intending to harm
or knowing or having reason to believe that such imputation will harm the reputation
of other person, has been made; (e) Proof in case of a journalist - Not necessary to
prove that it was done out of any ill-will or malice or that complainant had actually
suffered from it - It would be sufficient to show that accused intended or knew or
had reason to believe that imputation made by him would harm the reputation of
the complainant; (f) Liability of a journalist - If he publishes complaints of a
defamatory nature, which are not true he must suffer the consequence; (g) Malice
- Fair comments upon any matter of public interest which are included in publications
in a newspaper are protected publications in the absence of malice. (H.P.) 161

Dishonour of cheque - Accused can be summoned on the basis of affidavit
of complainant. (Allahabad) 508

Dishonour of cheque - Application filed u/s 5 Limitation Act instead of
S.142 N.I. Act to condone delay - Complaint cannot be dismissed as barred by
limitation. (Allahabad) 193

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque is drawn on date mentioned in column in
cheque and not the date on which it was signed. (P&H) 676

Dishonour of cheque - Company - No averments in complaint qua some
Directors that they are involved in day to day affairs of Company and are responsible
to company in the conduct of its business - Compliant qua them quashed.

(Gujarat) 737

Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Death of accused - Legal heirs have
right to challenge conviction of their predecessor for the purpose that he was not
guilty of any offence - Legal heirs in such a case are neither liable to pay fine or to
undergo imprisonment. (S.C.) 338

Dishonour of cheque - Cross examination of prosecution witnesses is not
sufficient to rebut the presumption of consideration. (S.C.) 596

Dishonour of cheque - Debt not to be proved as in a civil suit.(S.C.) 596

Dishonour of cheque - Defence evidence by accused by way of evidence
- Not permissible. (P&H) 817

Dishonour of cheque - Hire purchaser agreement - Consumer complaint
filed against manufacturer for defective vehicle - Not a ground to quash complaint.

(Gauhati) 500

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of cheque for purchase made on credit -
Not pleaded - However, stated in evidence - Courts below erred in not raising
statutory presumption. (S.C.) 241

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of cheque towards sale consideration -
No document or evidence as to execution of conveyance - Accused acquitted.

(S.C.) 615

Dishonour of cheque - Law as to : (i) Accused did not deny his signatures
on cheque in question and that same pertains to his bank account - Court bound to
draw presumption in favour of complainant; (ii) Computer generated invoice -
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Does not bear the signatures of the author; (iii) To prove legally enforceable debt
there is no requirement of law to produce income tax or sales tax returns; (iv) Plea
that cheque was issued in good faith - Not believable and is improbable in view of
the fact that no one would issue a signed cheque in favour of another person,
unless and until there is some transaction. (P&H) 109

Dishonour of cheque - Loan on which date advanced - Neither stated in
complaint nor in examination-in-chief - Issuance of cheque to discharge legally
recoverable debt cannot be accepted. (Karnataka) 708

Dishonour of cheque - Loan - No writing - No satisfactory expalanton as
to how cheque executed and signed by him, came into hands of complainant -
Accused convicted. (Madras) 390

Dishonour of cheque - Mere discrepancies in the statement in respect of
cartons, trays or the packing material or the rate charged will not rebut the statutory
presumption. (S.C.) 596

Dishonour of cheque - Part payment made - Same does not wash away
the offence - Such part payment may be taken into consideration at the time of
imposing sentence. (Calcutta) 518

Dishonour of cheque - Plea that payment made but blank cheques not
returned - Quite unbelievable and unacceptable. (S.C.) 241

Dishonour of cheque - Provisions of the Act does not lay down that cheque
is required to be of existing liability - Word `existing' is not used in the statute.

(P&H) 676

Dishonour of cheque - Security cheque - Handing over of cheques by way
of security per se do not extricate the accused from the discharge of liability
arising from such cheques. (S.C.) 229

Dishonour of four cheques - Single notice - Consolidation of four
complaints - No provision of consolidation of cases in Cr.P.C. - All four complaints
directed to be fixed on one date - It shall be open to trial Court to record evidence
in the manner it feels like. (S.C.) 502

Divorce by mutual consent - Appeal thereagainst on ground of fraud -
Decree has to be challenged in a civil suit. (P&H) 098

Divorce - Degree of cruelty - To be inferred from the consequences of act
and not from the act alone. (P&H) 751

DNA test - Cannot be ordered in a routine manner. (T&A) 538

Domestic Violence - Interim maintenance - Qualification of wife and
capacity to earn cannot be a ground to deny interim maintenance to wife who is
dependant and does not have any source of income. (Delhi) 220

Domestic Violence - Vague allegation that respondents are family members
but they appear to be neighbours - Petition rightly dismissed. (S.C.) 293

Execution - Issue of jurisdiction and fraud - Objections not within the
framework of S.47 CPC. (H.P.) 348

Execution - Decree of permanent injunction - Dispossession - Executing
Court is within its jurisdiction to direct recovery of possession. (Orissa) 084

Execution - Third party objections - In the proceedings U.O.21.Rr.99, 100,
101, right, title or interest has to be determined. (S.C.) 282

Expert opinion - Comparison of signatures with signatures which were
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subsequent to the filing of suit except one signature - Casts a serious doubt on the
reliability of entire report - Report discarded on this ground alone. (S.C.) 079

Family settlement - Unless said family settlement/partition is reported to
Halqa Patwari and got finalised and incorporated in the revenue record, same could
not be recognized as a family partition. (P&H) 376

Guardian ad litem - Mere age, even of a 85 years does not by itself entail
disability warranting appointment of guardian ad litem. (Rajasthan) 633

Hardness of hearing - Hardness of hearing by old age cannot be equated
with deafness. (S.C.) 695

Illiterate woman - Rules regarding transactions by a Pardanashin lady are
equally applicable to an illiterate and ignorant woman. (H.P.) 294

Impleadment of a party - Suit for partition - Third party, whose property
is included in the schedule of property, can be allowed to be impleaded as a party
to the suit. (Telangana) 128

Impleadment of LRs of deceased defendant - There is no bar for filing
application U.O.1.R.10 CPC, even when application U.O.22.R.4 CPC was dismissed
as not maintainable. (Orissa) 761

Impleadment - Death of defendant during pendency of application to set
aside ex parte decree - Property alienated during pendency of application to set
aside ex parte decree - Impleadment of transferee pendente lite - Allowed.

(S.C.) 463

Interest - Objection regarding interest in terms of S.34 CPC can be raised
even at the stage of execution. (P&H) 147

Issues - Non filing of written statement and defendant proceeded ex parte
- Question of framing of issues does not arise. (Orissa) 405

Jurisdiction of civil Court - Allegations of non compliance of provisions
of statute - Civil Court has jurisdiction. (S.C.) 150

Jurisdiction - Parties can confer jurisdiction on one amongst multiple Courts
having proper jurisdiction to exclusion of all other Courts - Such a contract is valid
and will bind parties to a civil action. (S.C.) 556

Local commissioner - Construction in violation of status quo order -
Commission appointed to take colour photographs and not to record any evidence
- Order, upheld. (Rajasthan) 716

Lok Adalat award - Clerical mistake in reproduction of actual terms agreed
between parties - Executing Court can exercise powers u/s 152 CPC for correcting
an award. (Bombay) 441

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Interim maintenance - Filing of an
application not necessary - Court can assess interim maintenance even in a case
where no such application is filed. (Delhi) 819

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Interim maintenance - Wife living in adultery
- Court to ascertain from material available on record to show that wife is prima
facie living in adultery and thus disentitled to interim maintenance, and if not, to
assess the quantum of interim maintenance. (Delhi) 819

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Sufficient income of wife - It was for
husband to lead evidence that what is the income of wife or where wife is working.

(S.C.) 734
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Maintenance - Adjustable with pendente lite maintenance. (Calcutta) 369

Maintenance - Declined u/s 20 of Domestic Violence Act - Magistrate
cannot grant maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. which was not pending before him.

(S.C.) 632

Maintenance - Major unmarried daughter is entitled to claim maintenance
from father. (Madras) 137

Maintenance - Wife working lady with sufficient salary - Not entitled to
maintenance. (S.C.) 503

Marriage - Annulment - Non consummation of marriage - Virginity test of
wife - Order dismissing application, upheld. (Calcutta) 439

Marriage - Protection - Boy not of marriageable age - Life must be protected
regardless of the solemnization of an invalid or void marriage or even absence of
any marriage between the parties. (P&H) 401

Mediation - Withdrawal from settlement - Court granted approval after
parties acted upon it - Petitioner cannot be permitted to withdraw from the settlement.

(Kerala) 323

Medical negligence - Death of patient - Compensation - Failing to provide
medical treatment in accordance with medical guidelines - Medical negligence on
the part of hospital is proved. (S.C.) 414

Mental impairment - There is no presumption with regard to mental
impairment only because of old age to equate it with complete loss of mental
faculties. (S.C.) 695

Mesne profits - Stay beyond period provided in the lease agreement - No
evidence to measure damages - Plaintiff is entitled to mesne profits of 15% per
annum over the last paid rent alongwith pendente lite and future interest.

(Delhi) 605

Notice - Absence to mention provision of law - No requirement to mention
provision of law. (S.C.) 492

Original document - Carbon copy prepared in the same process as original
document and signed by both the parties - It assumes the character of original
document. (S.C.) 750

Partition deed - In the nature of family settlement - Does not require to be
either registered or stamped. (H.P.) 061

Party as its own witness - Husband appearing as a witness of wife in
pursuance of S.120 Evidence Act - Wife can be permitted to examine herself as a
witness at a later stage, inspite of the fact that she authorised her husband to enter
into witness box and depose as her agent. (A.P.) 485

Pleading and proof - Pleading of relationship of landlord and tenant -
Judgment of previously instituted suit cannot be discarded being not pleaded -
Pleadings with regard to documentary evidence need not to be pleaded.

(Allahabad) 386

Possession - Occupation of property by a person as an agent or a servant at
the instance of the owner will not amount to actual physical possession.

(Allahabad) 472

Recall of a witness - Failure to cross-examine witness on certain aspects -
By itself not a ground to recall witness for further cross-examination. (A.P.) 663
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Receipt of receiving money - Not required to be mandatorily registered.
(P&H) 434

Rejection of plaint - Documents filed in support of plaint can be considered.
(Allahabad) 055

Rejection of plaint - Entirety of averments in plaint has to be taken into
account. (S.C.) 714

Rejection of plaint - If pleadings made by plaintiff have created an illusion
in respect of cause of action, remedy available to defendant is to resort to O.10
CPC in accordance with law. (P&H) 692

Rejection of plaint - Injunction suit without seeking quashment of notice
issued by defendants - May be a defect or lacunae in a suit, but they are not so
fundamental so as to warrant nibbing of suit in bud - Application rightly dismissed.

(Rajasthan) 394

Rejection of plaint - Maintainability of suit u/s 31 of Specific Relief Act -
It can be decided by seeing the prayer and pleadings of the suit. (Rajasthan) 685

Rejection of plaint - Suit for specific performance filed after expiry of
limitation - Payment of further amount after expiry of period of limitation to file
suit does not extend period of limitation - Plaint rejected. (Allahabad) 372

Relief - Lesser relief or smaller version of relief claimed or prayed for can
be granted. (S.C.) 253

Replication - Simple denial of facts of plaint and no new/additional facts
asserted - Permissible to file replication rightly declined. (Rajasthan) 657

Replication/Rejoinder - Non denial of contentions in the written statement
- Does not amount to admission at all. (Karnataka) 257

Restitution of conjugal rights - Wife permanent govt. employee living at
a place other than the place where husband is living - Withdrawal of wife from
society of husband cannot be said to be intentional - Decree of restitution of conjugal
rights set aside. (P&H) 527

Revenue record - Do not confer title to property, nor do they any
presumptive value on title. (S.C.) 514

Revenue record - Mere entries in revenue record are not conclusive proof
of actual physical possession. (Allahabad) 618

Revision - Decree of specific performance modified to a decree of refund
of sale consideration by High Court in a revision filed against execution proceedings
- Such a course is not open in law. (S.C.) 120

Re-examination of a witness - Witness supported Will - Slight variation in
cross examination due to old age - Order allowing application, upheld.

(Rajasthan) 042

Sale - Part payment made - Sufficient to constitute complete sale - If any
balance sale consideration is due, remedy is to sue for getting back balance sale
consideration within period of limitation. (Kerala) 277

Sale - Unpaid consideration can be recovered - Merely because it is not so
specifically mentioned in sale deed, it does not take away right of seller to recover
unpaid amount. (Bombay) 848

Second appeal - Concurrent finding of fact - Substantial question of law -
Appellant is entitled to point out that it is bad in law because it was recorded de
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hors the pleadings or it was based on no evidence or it was based on misreading of
material documentary evidence or it was recorded against any provision of law
and that decision is one which no Judge acting judicially could reasonably have
reached. (S.C.) 222

Secondary evidence - Grant of leave to lead secondary evidence only
amounts to holding an enquiry regarding existence of documents and its loss under
some circumstance. (P&H) 318

Specific performance - Delivery of possession - Decree can be executed
against party to the suit or any person litigating under him and not from a person
who is not bound by the contractual obligation. (Kerala) 743

Suit for declaration and possession - Limitation - Suit is governed by
Art.65 of Limitation Act. (S.C.) 253

Suit for declaration of title and permanent injunction on the basis of
Will - Suit dismissed in default - Second suit for permanent injunction on the basis
of Will - Second suit is barred. (S.C.) 393

Suit for permanent injunction - Agreement to sell - Relief of injunction
cannot be denied on the ground that agreement to sell is unregistered. (P&H) 238

Suit for permanent injunction - Agreement to sell - Suit even when filed
after accrual of cause of action to file suit for specific performance, plaintiff is
entitled to seek relief of injunction by proving that he is in settled and permissive
possession of suit property. (P&H) 238

Suit u/s 92 CPC - Leave of Court - Notice should be issued to the other
side before passing order on application - However, it is not absolutely necessary
an in an emergent situation. (S.C.) 721

Trespasser - Trespasser's long possession is not synonym with adverse
possession - Owner can take possession from a trespasser at any point of time.

(S.C.) 001

Will - A document of two sheets - Both the sheets must bear thumb
impression of the testator. (H.P.) 453

Will - Execution - Proof - It is execution of Will which is to be proved and
not the contents of it - Evidence of attesting witness who stated that he put his
signature at the instance of scribe and did not read the contents of Will cannot be
disbelieved. (Bombay) 111

Will - Scribe as an attesting witness - There must be some indication to
show elements of intention to stand as an attesting witness in the document.

(Kerala) 157

Will - Testator admitted in hospital on the same day of execution of Will -
Not a suspicious circumstance in absence of evidence that testator as suffering
from serious ailment. (P&H) 218

Written statement - Not filed within extended period of 120 days -
Defendant forfeits his right to file written statement. (P&H) 613
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